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Abstract: The results are given on the DC electric field in an active auroral arc 

and outside the equatorside of it observed with two pairs of orthogonal double 

probes launched by an Antarctic sounding rocket S-310JA-7 at 191550 UT on 

March 27, 1978 at Syowa Station. The north-south component of the observed 

electric field was northward (equatorward) in the arc, and southward (poleward) 

outside the equatorside of the arc with a magnitude of about 20 mV/m. The 

east-west component was mostly westward throughout the rocket flight and smaller 

(about 5 mV/m) in the arc and larger (about 50 mV/m) outside the arc. Anti

correlation of the electric field and precipitating particles is evident. An examina

tion of the oppositely inward directed electric fields in the meridional cross section 

suggests an electrostatic potential configuration responsible for the acceleration 

of precipitating particles. The observed westward component would have been 

originated in the large scale earthward plasma convection in the magnetosphere. 

1. Introduction In recent years a number of auroral electric field measurements have been made by means of several different techniques using rockets (e.g. BERING et al., 1975; EDWARDS et al., 1976; MAYNARD et al., 1977; EVANS et al., 1977; CARLSON and KELLEY, 1977; PETELSKI et al., 1978; OGAWA et al., 1979; CAHILL et al., 1980), satellites (e.g. MOZER et al., 1977; AGGSON and HEPPNER, 1977; TORBERT and MOZER, 1978; MozER et al., 1979), balloons (e.g. HOLZWORTH et al., 1977), barium clouds 
(e.g. SHAWHAN et al., 1978) and incoherent scatter radars (e.g. DE LA BEAUJARDIERE 
et al., 1977; HORWITZ et al., 1978a, b; NIELSEN and GREENWALD, 1978; BAUMJOHANN 
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et al., 1980). The auroral phenomena are so various and complex that the available electric field data obtained previously are not always consistent with each other (see 
e.g. STERN, 1977; KAMIDE, 1979) and we need more experimental data corresponding to various phases of auroral activity together with those of other related parameters. An experiment with an Antarctic sounding rocket S-3 lOJA-7 was planned as one of the IMS projects to measure DC and AC electric fields for investigating correlations of electrostatic plasma waves generated in the precipitating auroral particles. The result of DC electric field measurement is given in this report. 

2. Instrumentation The electric field detector consists of two pairs of double probes. The pairs are separate 47 cm along the rocket axis. Four spherical probes are attached at the ends of paired booms. The distance of paired probes is 2.45 m. The spherical probes are of 4 cm in diameter, gold-plated and aquadag-coated. Inside the spherical probes are contained high impedance preamplifiers. The input resistance of the preamplifiers is 1 x 109 ohms. Potential difference from the preamplifier outputs is amplified separately by 20.2 db for DC component and by 43.3 db for AC component respectively. The corner frequency of the high pass filter for AC signals is 5 Hz. The upper limits of the frequency response of the used telemeter are 25 Hz (IRIG Channel No. 6) for the upper probes and 59 Hz (No. 9) for the lower probes for the DC components and 220 Hz (No. 13) for the AC component. 
3. Observation The Antarctic sounding rocket S-310JA-7 was launched at 19 1550 UT (221550 EST) on March 27, 1978 from Syowa Station (geographic lat. 69.00°S and long. 

Fig. l. Trajectory of the Antarctic sounding rocket 
S-310JA-7 which was launched on March 
27, 1978 from Syowa Station. 
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39.58°E; geomagnetic lat. 69.81 °S and long. 78.51 °E; L value=6.l )  into an active auroral arc. Our experiment on this rocket measured the DC and AC (5-220 Hz) electric fields. Besides the electric fields the onboard instruments also have made the 
in situ measurements of plasma waves in the frequency range of IO Hz- 8 MHz, auroral energetic particles in the energy range of 0.1-10 keV, auroral X-rays (>4 keV), electron density, and electron temperature. The rocket was launched at the elevation angle of 75° and the azimuth of 326°. The rocket reached the maximum height of 219.5 km at the azimuth of 339° within 230 s after the launch. The total horizontal distance of the rocket flight was 314. 1 km. The rocket flight trajectory is schematically shown in Fig. 1. 

4. Data Analysis Total DC electric fields (IE+ V x Bl) observed with the two pairs of double pro bes are shown with flight times and altitudes in Figs. 2 and 3 respectively, where Eis the static electric field to be measured, V is the rocket velocity and Bis the geomagnetic flux density. The estimated induced electric field (IV x Bi) is also plotted in the figures. All four booms deployed successfully and the electric field estimated from the data collected by the upper boom pair was consistent with that obtained by the lower boom pair. Such a comparison is made in Figs. 2 and 3. The satisfactory agreement between the two measurements during both rocket ascent and descent argues strongly for the conclusion that the measured electric fields are natural fields. Because all booms deployed properly during the flight, the electric field parallel to the rocket axis is to be determined by combining the measurements of the electric potential at the middle point between two probes on the upper booms with that on the lower booms. Such measurement has been done but the potential difference obtained 
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Fig. 2. Observed electric fields (IE+ V x BI) and calculated induced electric field (I V X BI) 
plotted as a function of flight time. 
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Fig. 3. Altitude profile of the observed electric fields (IE+ V x BI) and the calculated induced 
electric field (I V X BI). 

was so large, of the order of 500 m V /m, that we do not use it in this data analysis at 
the moment. 

Precession of the rocket axis was estimated from the on-board geomagnetic 
aspect-sensor (GAZ). The minimum angle between the precession axis and the geo
magnetic field line was 1 ° at the flight times of 120 s and 312 s; the precession period 
was 192 s. The maximum angle was 11.6°. Using the rocket aspect information the 
Earth-referenced electric field can be estimated from the probe-observed electric fields. 
Details of the data analysis technique are given in the Appendix. 

5. Results 

The Earth-referenced electric fields were estimated by using the assumed electric 
field parallel to the geomagnetic field line. The calculated results are shown in Figs. 
4a, b and Sa, b with both rocket flight times and altitudes by using the assumed paral
lel electric fields of O and 10 m V /m respectively, where the magnetic coordinate system 
is employed. 

With the data from the radar transponder the rocket altitude as a function of 
time, H(t), was approximated in the form: 

H(t)= -24.99+ 2.I08t-0.004519t2
• (1) 

The calculated altitudes by eq. (1) have been plotted in Figs. 4 and 5. The maximum 
altitude attained to 220.8 km which is 1.3 km larger than the value of 219.5 km ob
tained experimentally in Fig. 1. This difference, however, does not have any serious 
effect on the discussion to be made. 
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Fig. 4. North, west and vertical (upward) components of the electric field Ez , E,, Ez, re
spectively, vs. rocket flight time and altitude ( a) and vs. altitude ( b) assuming no 
parallel electric field. The magnetic-northward component (Ex) increased by about 5 m V/m with the assumed parallel electric-field value of 10 mV/m as shown in Figs. 4 and 5. The northward component was initially 20,...,,,30 m V /m. It decreased with height, attained to zero at the height of about 190 km, then came to about -20 mV/m at the maximum height. During the rocket descent it again came to zero at about 190 km and then decreased to about -1 o,...,,, -20 m V /m. It had a large variation in the altitude range of 90-110 km. The magnetic-westward component (Ev) did not change in the two cases shown in Figs. 4 and 5. It was about 10 mV/m at the auroral height, about -5 mV/m above the auroral height, then increased with height up to about 50 m V /m at the maximum 
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Fig. 5. North, west and vertical (upward) components of the electric field E,, , E,, Ez, re
spectively, vs. rocket flight time and altitude ( a) and vs. altitude (b) assuming 10 mV/m 
parallel electric field. height of 220.8 km. During the rocket descent the westward field decreased to 40 m V /m at the altitude of 150 km and then increased up to about 100 m V /m at the height of about 90 km. It had the large variation in the range of 90-110 km as did the northward component as well. It was a natural result that the vertical electric-field component (Ez) had the most significant effect by the assumed parallel electric field. During the rocket ascent the vertical electric-field component was initially about -10 and O mV/m and increased to 10 and 20 m V /m depending on the assumed parallel electric field of O and 10 mV/m respectively, while in the descent period it stayed at about the same magni-
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tudes. It had the variation of about 10 m V /m in the altitude range of 90-110 km as 
in the other two component fields. 

6. Discussion 

An intense auroral substorm started equatorward of Syowa Station just before 
the rocket launching time. The records of geomagnetic H component, and the cosmic 
noise absorption (CNA) at 30 MHz during the rocket flight time are shown in Fig. 6 
in which the rocket launching time is indicated by a dashed line. 

The time and space distribution of aurora observed with the 5577 A-photometer 
is shown in Fig. 7. The rocket trajectory was projected along the geomagnetic field 
lines on to the auroral height ( 100 km). It is realized in Fig. 7 that the rocket was 
launched into the most active region at the auroral break-up time, and traversed the 
edge of the equatorward-traveling arc near the end of the flight. 

All-sky camera photographs during the rocket flight time are shown in Fig. 8. 
The positions of the rocket projected on the 100 km level along the geomagnetic field 
lines are indicated by spots and the reduced horizontal electric fields with the assumed 

CNA 
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Fig. 6. Geomagnetic field variation ( horizontal component) and cosmic noise absorption ( CN A) 
observed at Syowa Station. 
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Fig. 7. The time and space distribution of aurora. The rocket trajectory was projected along 

the geomagnetic field lines on to the auroral height ( JOO km). 

zero parallel electric field are scaled by bars. The all-sky pictures shown in Fig. 8 
indicate a typical auroral arc motion during the substorm time. It is seen in the pic
tures during the rocket ascent that a bright arc moved rapidly southward (poleward). 
Then this arc was separated into two arcs at 260 s. The poleward arc moved further 
poleward while the other one moved equatorward forming a spiral structure at about 
300 s. The equator edge of this spiral became a new arc at 320 s, and the curls 
traveling westward were seen at 340-370 s. 

When the rocket encountered the poleward expanding arc, the northward (equa
torward) electric field is dominant inside and adjacent to the equatorside of the arc. 
In the region outside the equatorside of the arc the predominant electric field was 
westward with a magnitude of about 50 m V /m. It is found from a comparison of the 
pictures at 60 s and 120 s or later that the electric field is smaller in the arc and larger 
outside the aurora. Anticorrelation of the electric field and precipitating particles is 
evident. 

There appeared an electric field hump with a magnitude about 20 mV/m at the 
rocket flight time of 310 s when the probes measured the electric field at the edge of 
the breaked-up equatorward-traveling curl-type arc. The poleward electric field di
minished in magnitude to about 10 m V /m during this period (about 10 s). The 
edge of this curl-type arc kept traveling equatorward. The direction of this move
ment agrees with the direction of Ex B drift of plasma. 

In order to examine more clearly the electric field at various points along the 
rocket trajectory, the northward and westward vector components were plotted every 
15 seconds of the rocket flight time and are given in Figs. 9a and 9b, respectively, 
where the calculated electric field with the assumed zero parallel electric field was 
used. 

It is difficult to differentiate the spatial profile from the temporal one, but it can 
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Fig. 8a. From 20 s before the rocket launching to 120 s after the launching. 

Fig. 8b. From 130 to 270 s of the rocket flight time. 
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Fig. 8c. From 280 to 420 s of the rocket flight time. 

Fig. 8. A series of photographs taken by the all-sky camera. The horizontal electric fields 
are indicated, projected on the auroral height along the geomagnetic field lines from 
the rocket positions every JO s. 

be seen in Figs. 9a and 9b that the northward component clearly changed its sign 
from northward to southward during the rocket flight at an altitude of about 180 km 
in the equatorside of the auroral arc, while the westward component almost kept its 
sign throughout the rocket flight although there were some disturbances in and near 
the auroral arc. The oppositely inward directed electric-field spatial pattern in the 
magnetic meridional cross-section shown in Fig. 9a suggests a double-structured 
electrostatic potential configuration which would be responsible for the acceleration 
of precipitating particles. 

MOZER et al. ( l 977) made in situ measurements of electric fields by the S3-3 satel
lite at auroral latitudes and altitudes where particle acceleration process is thought 
to occur, and found the spatially confined regions of extremely large electric fields 
whose structure suggests the paired electrostatic shocks that may be associated with 
particle acceleration. 

MOZER (1976) presented the summary of experimental evidence for the existence 
of electric fields having components parallel to the magnetic field direction in the 
auroral zone ionosphere below 400 km, and concluded that about 10 m V /m paral lel 
electric fields are frequently observed. The present Antarctic sounding rocket ex-
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Fig. 9. Electric field projected on the vertical plane superimposed upon the rocket trajectory. 

( a) Magnetic north and vertical plane. ( b) Magnetic west and vertical plane. 

periment also observed the very large electric field parallel to the magnetic field, of the order of 500 m V /m, but we need a little more time to conclude the existence of such electric field. Instead of using the experimental data, we assumed the parallel electric fields in the estimation of earth-referenced electric fields from the observed data. The east-west component of the observed electric field is mostly westward and only reduced in strength inside and adjacent to the auroral arc. This component might be originated in the large-scale earthward plasma convection in the magnetosphere. We saw in Figs. 4 and 5 that the electric fields in the altitude range of 90-1 10  km after the rocket flight time of 392 s made large variations. It was found, however� that data quality in this period is poor ; the spinmodulated electric field waveforms are distorted. Therefore, we did not pay much attention to this period of data. 
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Appendix. Data Analysis Technique The rocket rotates with a combination of two quasi-sinusoidal motions with the spin and precession periods. As the probe antenna is perpendicular to the rocket axis, the direction of the antenna varies with time. The electric field in the rocketfixed coordinate system, E, is given by 
E=Eu +  V x B, (Al )  where Eu is the electric field in  the Earth-fixed coordinate system, V is the rocket velocity relative to the Earth, and Bis the Earth's magnetic field. We observe the electric field, ER, which is projected on the spin plane of the rocket. ER is given by (A2) where es is the spin-axis unit vector (see Fig. Al). We, therefore, analyze data according to the following procedure : 

X (NORTH ) 

r------·y 
(W E S T ) 

Fig. Al. Schematic coordinates of vectors used for 
analysis of the rocket electric-field experi
ment. 

1) the determination of the precession axis vector, 2) the determination of the spin axis vector, 3) the calculation of three components of the observed electric field ER, 4) the removal of the induced electric field V x B, and 5) the calculation of the Earth-fixed electric field with the assumption of the electric field parallel to the geomagnetic field line. 
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Al. The determination of the precession axis vector We use the geographic coordinate system (x, y, z), where x, y and z are northward, westward, and upward axes, respectively. The unit axis vectors are ex , ey , and e11 • The angle between the rocket axis and the geomagnetic field line is �- An angle, r;, between the precession axis and the geomagnetic field line is given by 
1)1 =(�max + �m in)/2, 
1J2 = (�max -�min)/2, (Al -I) (Al-2) where �max is the maximum value of � and �m i n is the minimum value of � (see Fig. A2). The zenith angle of the precession axis is x. The geomagnetic-field unit vector 

Fig. A2. Relation between the rocket pre
cession axis ( P) and a geomag
netic field line (B). 

z 

Fig. A3. Definitions of the zenith angle (X) of the 
precession axis ( ep) and the angle be
tween ep and geomagnetic field ( eB) . 

is en(enx , eny, enz). We assume that the precession axis vector is ep(epx, epy, epz) (see Fig. A3). The inner product of ep and en is expressed as ep • en =cosr;, (Al-3) 
that is, (Al-4) The inner product of ep and ez is expressed as 

ep • ez = COS;(, (Al-5) 
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that is, 

epz =cosx. (Al-6) 

As eP is the unit vector, 

(Al-7) 

We obtain epx, epv and epz from eqs. (Al-4), (AI-6) and (Al -7). We substitute 
"l)i and 1) 2 in eq. (Al-4) and calculate the spin axis vectors for the two cases, respec
tively. Equations (Al-4), (Al-6), and (Al-7) combine to yield 

and 

We can rewrite eq. (Al-8) in the form 

By substituting epx in eq. (Al-9), we obtain an equation as 

The solution to eq. (Al-1 1) can be expressed as 

-b ± Jb2-ac 
a 

where 

a= I + --v-( eB 2 ) 
eBx2 

(Al-:8) 

(Al-9) 

(Al- 10) 

(Al-1 1 )  

(Al-12) 

(Al-13) 

(Al-14) 

(Al- 15) 

By substituting epv in eq. (Al-10), we obtain epx· If b2-ac < O, we reject the angle 
'1) because such a geometric relation between the angle '1) and x does not exist. If 
b2 - ac>0, we calculate two epv's, respectively, because there are two roots in eq. 
(Al- 12). In order to determine the precession axis vector, we need data of the time
varying zenith angle of the spin axis. Let D be the horizontal angle of ep from the 
geographic north, then D is given by 
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D=Arctan ( epv ) + 7!', ep:r: 
D = Arctan (�) , ep:r: D=O. 

(if ep:r: <0) 
(if ep:r:>0) 
(if ep:r: = 0) 

A2. The determination of the rocket spin-axis vector 

371 

(Al-16) 

The zenith angle and the horizontal angle of the rocket precession axis are x and 
D, respectively. We use the rocket precession coordinate system (x' , y', z'); z'-axis is the precession axis and x' -axis is perpendicular to y-axis of the geographic coordinate system (x, y, z). We consider a coordinate transformation from (x, y, z) to 
(x', y', z') (see Fig. A4). 

Z (Z E N I T H ) 

Fig. A4. Transformation of the geographic coordinate 
system ( x, y, z) to the precession coordinate 
system (x', y', z') .  X( NORT H )  

[ x' l [ 11 m1 n1 1 [ x 
y: = · /2 m2 n2 y 
z la ma n3 z . These It, mi, n1, (i = 1,2,3) satisfy the following conditions ; 

a a a 

i = I ,  2, 3 i =t= j 

E ltm1. = I;m1,n1. = Endt =O. 
i==l i•l i•l 

Z' 

(A2- I) 

(A2-2) (A2-3) 
(A2-4) 
(A2-5) 
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Let axis unit vectors of (x, y, z) be (i, i, k) respectively, and let axis unit vectors of (x', y', z') be (i', i', k') respectively. Then, we obtain the following relations : 
(A2-6) 

As k' = (sin x cos D, sin x sin D, cos x) in the geographic coordinate system, 

and 
k' · k = ns = COSX, 

k' · i = l3 = sinx cosD, 
k' ·i = m3

= sinx sinD. 
As x' -axis is perpendicular to y-axis, 
We obtain a transformation matrix from eq. (A2-2) through eq. (A2-10). 

13 =sinx cosD, 

m3 =sinx sinD, 

n1 = -sinx cosD/,/ l -sin2x sin2D, 
n2 = -sinx cosx sinD/,/ l -sin2x sin2D, n3

= cosx. 

(A2-7) 
(A2-8) 
(A2-9) 

(A2-10) 

(A2-l l )  

The rocket spin axis rotates around the precession axis (z'-axis). The angle, (, between the spin axis and the precession axis is given by 
(A2-12) 

We consider three components of the spin-axis unit-vector es ,(esx ' , es u ', eu ,) in (x', y', z') coordinates. Let the angular velocity of the rocket precession be Q (see Fig. A5). 
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Fig. A5. Coordinate system which explains the 
rocket precession. 

X' 

es.x• = rcos (.Qt +a), es v' = rsin (.Qt +a), 

where eu• = 1 - r2, 

r JI _ ,2 
- tan(, 

and a is an initial phase of the rocket precession. 

z' 

l 
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. (A2-I3) 

(A2-I4) 
We express three components of the rocket spin-axis vector in the geographic coordinate system, es = (e,x, e,v, eu); 

/1 12 '3 ] = m1 m2 ma n1 n2 na 
esx ' (A2-I5) 
esz •  ' that is, cosx sin2x cosD sinD sinx cosD rcos(.Ot +a) e,x A A e,v - 0 A sinx sinD rsin(.Qt +a) sinx cosD sinx cosx sinD cosx l - r2 eu A A {A2-I6) where 
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We consider a rocket-precession initial phase a. At t= t0, the angle, �, between the 
spin axis and the geo�agnetic field line becomes minimum. We use the precession 
coordinate system .. . ·Tlien, .the geomagnetic field vector B(Bx, Bv, Bz) is transformed 
to B'(Bx ', Bv ', Bz ,) through eq. (A2- l). From Fig. A6, at t= t

0
, 

X' 

Therefore, 

From eq. (A2-19) 

Fig. A6. Diagram for determination of the initial 
phase of the rocket precession. 

es v ' . Bv ' 
es:;-

=
�· 

rsin(.Qt0 +a) 
rcos(.Qt0 +a) 

Bv , tan(.Qt0 + a)= -
B x '  

a= Arctan ( !:: ) -Qt 0. 

(A2- 17) 

(A2-18) 

(A2- 19) 

(A2-20) 

A3. The calculation of three components of the electric field E' R which is observed in 
the spin plane of the rocket 

The. rocket spin plane is a plane perpendicular to the spin axis. As the antenna 
probes rotate in this spin plane, the observed electric field E' R is included in the spin 
plane. 



Measurement of Auroral DC Electric Field 375 A3 . l .  The projection of an arbitrary vector a on the spin plane Let a be an arbitrary vector, then the component of a in the direction of the spin axis vector es is given by 
The component of a in the spin plane, aR, is given by 

QR = a - as
= a - (a •es)es , 

(A3- l )  
(A3-2) If a = (ax , ay

, az), the vector aR(aRx , aR v, aRz) projected on the spin plane can be written as 
aR, = a, - (a ·e,)eu. l (A3-3) 

A3 .2. The observed electric field We measure an amplitude of the elec�ric field, ER, and an angle () between the electric field and the geomagnetic field in the spin plane. As the observed electric field ER(ERx, ERv ,  ER,) is perpendicular to the spin axis, 
that is, (A3-4) From eq. (A3-3), the geomagnetic field BR(BRx , BR y, BRz) projected on the spin plane is given by BRx = Bx - (B• es)e,x, l BR y = By - (B·e,)e,y , BRz =B, - (B·es)esz . (A3-5) 
The relation between ER and BR yields ER ,BR =  IER I IBR I  cos() (A3-6) and (A3-7) 
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We calculate ERx, ERv, ERz from eqs. (A3-4), (A3-6) and (A3-7). The solutions are given by 

where 

Q 

- Q ± -v'Q2 - 4PR ERx = 2p 

ERz = 
esxERx + esyERy es z 

2esxesvCeuBRy -esxBRz) } esz2(eszBRy -esyBRz) ' 
2I' { 

I' = IER I IBR I cos(}, 

(A3-8) 
(A3-9) 

(A3-I0) 

(A3-1 1) 

(A3-12) 
(A3-13) 
(A3-14) 

In order to determine the sign ± in eq. (A3-8), we calculate the x component of BR x ER, 
(A3-15) 

On the other hand, 
(A3- 16) 

We can calculate eq. (A3-16) for two cases of ERx, respectively. And then we determine ER is what is consistent with eq. (A3-15). 
A4. The subtraction of the induced electric field V x B The electric field which the rocket of the velocity V observes is given by 
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E=Eu + V x B. 
377 

(A4-l )  Therefore, the electric field Eu in the geographic coordinate system is given by Eu=E-Vx B. 
The ambient electric field projected on the spin plane, EuR, is given by EuR =ER -(V x B)R. 

(A4-2) 
(A4-3) ER is obtained in Appendix Section A3. After we calculate three components of 

V x B, we obtain three components of (V x B)R from eq. (A3-3). 
EgRx EgR = EgRy EgRz [ ERx -(Vx B)Rx 

= ERy -(Vx B)Ry ER, -(Vx B)Rz (A4-3)' 
A5. The assumption of the electric field parallel to the geomagnetic field line If we are not able to measure the electric field E, parallel to the spin axis, we must assume the electric field EB parallel to the geomagnetic field line and obtain the electric field Es from which we do not need to subtract the induced electric field V x B; 

where E, = Ese, . According to the assumption, 
Then, 
that is, 
From eq. (A5-5} we obtain the value of E, ; 

E, = 

EB -(EuRxeBx + EgRyeBy + EgR,eB,) . eueBx + e,yeB'V + eueB, Therefore, three components of Eu are given by 

(AS- I) 

(A5-2) 
(A5-3) 

(A5-4) 
(AS-5) 

(A5-6) 
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[ Egz [ EoRx + Esesx l E0
= E0y = EoRv + Eses y Eoz EuRz + Esesz , (A5-7) 

E0 is the electric field vector in the geographic coordinate system. Let the declination be De, then the electric field in the magnetic coordinate system Em is given by [ Emx cosDe Em = Em v = sinDe 
Emz 0 

-sinDe O l E0x cosDe O Eov 

0 1 Eoz , 

(A5-8) 

In case we measure the electric field Es parallel to the spin axis, we do not need to assume the electric field EB, The observed electric field Es parallel to the spin axis is given by 
Let E0s be the ambient electric field projected on the spin axis, E0s = Es - (V x B)s, or 

[ Esx -(V x B)sx = Es v - (V x B)s v Es z - (V X B) s z , 

(A5-9) 

(A5-10) 

(A5-10)' 

where (V x B)s = (V x B) ·es , From eqs. (A4-3) and (A5- 10), we obtain the electric field in the geographic coordinate system as follows; 
(A5- 1 1)  


